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agitation or going to a Promenade concert, A is playing
golf or bridge, according to the time of day. What
community of interests have these two fellow-citizens ?
None but the material ties of neighbourhood. They
are both ratepayers to a borough and to the London
County Council, and both desire the streets to be lit,
dust-bins emptied, drains laid, water, gas, and electricity
supplied. Both need buses and tubes and the main-
tenance of civil peace. Both pay national taxes, and
swear at the way they are squandered. Both swear
in the same language, a language also shared by the
inhabitants of New York and Tasmania. It may be
argued that both as British citizens, inherit a literary
and social tradition and are thereby bound in fellowship.
But true fellowship surely exists between B, a keen
Shakespearian, and a German enthusiast who attends
* unser Shakespeare * at the Reinhardt Theatre, not
between B and A, who has never looked at Shakespeare
since the compulsory reading of his schooldays. It may
seem at first sight that the war of 1914 proved beyoaid
any doubt that loyalty to the Nation-State is the govem-
ing social "hiotive, and that nationalism has for deeper
roots than any other -ism. What the war did really
prove was that fear can make strange bed-fellows ; the
lion will lie down with the lamb when a particularly
formidable pack of wolves is at the door. But on tlie
moment that the fear has passed the diversity of inter-
ests in each State became more marked than ever.
The psychology of wax made a Coalition Government
possible in Great Britain, but with the return of
peace-psychology the Coalition Government was viol-
ently repudiated. The temporary unity of
between employers and employed, only
with the greatest difficulty during the war, began im-
mediately to break up and the idea of State solidarity,

